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In this study of Ernest Hemingway’s earlier fiction, informed by masculinity studies and Hemingway scholarship, I argue that his breakup with his World War I nurse, Agnes von Kurowsky, resulted in his discovery of the inner strength of his male self, an inner strength that he would give many of his male protagonists and one that ultimately enabled the author to pursue his own literary career. As I identify the key similarities between Hemingway’s relationship with Agnes and the various elements of his early short stories and novels, I also demonstrate the ways in which the motif of the male self operates in each of these early works—that is, whether the protagonists discover or rediscover and then subsequently employ their inner strength in order to overcome what are often conflicts with their respective lovers. Over the course of three early short stories Nick Adams, Hemingway’s fictional alter-ego, begins to learn the value of the male self’s inner strength. Whereas in a later short story the confidence that a more mature Nick gains from his male self enables him to use women for his pleasure and for writing material, in two additional later stories a more experienced Nick Adams, also named Harold Krebs, struggles to recover from a concealed male self that had been suppressed primarily through his relationship with a wartime lover. The Hemingway-like Scripps O’Neil and Yogi Johnson in The Torrents of Spring, as well as Jake Barnes and Robert Cohn in The Sun Also Rises, allow their romantic illusions to conceal their male selves. On the other hand, Jake’s recovery of his male self—which parallels Hemingway’s recovery of his male-self after his breakup with Agnes and constitutes a
fictional representation of how Hemingwayesque machismo can reassert itself following an identity threat—enables Jake to rescue Brett Ashley following her rejection by Pedro Romero. The Hemingway-like Frederic Henry in *A Farewell to Arms* fails to uncover a male self that is concealed by his romance with Agnes-like Catherine Barkley and by the absurdities of modern warfare until he writes this novel about his beloved nurse.